KEY ST A
GE 1

3. Environmental footprints
Step this way for a plant survey with a difference!

Activity description:
'Environmental footprints' can be simply used for wildflower identification
or to carry out a more standardised approach to mathematical sampling.
Start off by playing a game of botanical bingo using the bingo game resource
provided. This will enable all children to familiarise themselves with a number of
chalk grassland wildflowers.
For their environmental footprints, children should be given a piece of cardboard
and ideally a piece of chalk, and asked to draw around one of their feet, or
someone else's foot!
Use of chalk rather than pens or pencils, provides an opportunity to talk about why
chalk grassland is such an important habitat and links in nicely to the chalk
grassland game provided.
The imprint of the foot should then be cut out leaving a template footprint. A
standard footprint is provided in the pack and can be handed out to be drawn
around, but the activity is much more personalised and meaningful if it is ‘my’
footprint, and the range of shapes and sizes may lead to some interesting
discussions.
Regardless of the complexity of the investigation this activity can be used to
provoke discussions and encourage practical observations of chalk grassland
habitats:

What is the purpose of the investigation?
What information needs to be collected?
Which type of flowers or grasses do the children expect to find?
Will they be identifying one type of grass or wildflower?
Are the grasses all the same, or if you look closely, do they look different
from one another?
How many different grasses are there within the footprint?
Does one area differ from another in terms of the plant species?
Which colours and/or plant species are there most/least of?
How will this be counted?
Will the sampling be random, within a given area or systematic?
For example, will the footprints be lined up together or laid in a shape?

Equipment:

• Feet to draw around.
• Example template footprint (to show that it’s the inside that
needs cutting out).
• Cardboard, chalk and scissors
• Chalk grassland game cards activity
• Field Studies Council ‘Describing flowers’ Identification guide
• Botanical bingo activity sheets
• Magnifying glasses
• Recording sheet, pen and pencil.

Curriculum links:
KS1 Science

Working scientifically –
Observe closely, using simple equipment, perform simple tests, identify
and classify, use observations and ideas to suggest answers to
questions and gather and record data.
Plants – Identify and name a variety of common wild plants
Living things and their habitats –
Identify and name a variety of living plants and animals in their
habitats, including microhabitats.

KS1 Maths

Statistics –
Interpret and construct pictograms.
Ask and answer simple questions by counting the number of objects in
each category and sorting categories into quantities
Ask and answer questions about totalling and comparing categorical
data.
Number – number place and value, addition and subtraction and
measurement.

KS1 Geography

Geographical skills and fieldwork –
Use simple fieldwork and observational skills to study the geography of
school grounds and human and physical features of the surrounding
environment.
Spoken language, reading, writing, spelling and vocabulary.

KS1 English

Extension activities:
• Undertake the investigation throughout the seasons to observe
changes in plant, colour, species, diversity etc. Do the animal species on
the plants change?
• Ask the children to imagine placing their footprint on a woodland floor,
a seashore or rainforest. How do they think would it compare to the living
plants and animals found in the chalk grassland habitat?

Carefully cut out this
foot print so you have
a footprint shaped
hole in the paper
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